Why Would I Need to Receive My Vaccine Orders in the IIS?
Receiving or verifying the receipt of publicly funded vaccine orders in the IIS transfers all of the inventory data to the reconciliation screen. It also allows a clinic to document the vaccine on the patient record and allows inventory to decrement when an HL7 interface message is sent to the IIS.

How Can I Receive My Vaccine in the IIS?
1. Click Orders/Transfers in the left navigation menu
   a. Click on Create/View Orders.
   b. Click the Select arrow to open the order under Inbound Orders. You can only receive orders that have a status of Approved or Shipped.
   c. Enter the number of doses received in the Receipt Quantity column. Verify the manufacturer, lot number, and expiration date are correct. Update any missing or incorrect information.
   d. Click Receive.
   e. If not all doses are received, a pop up box will appear to warn that not all the vaccines have a receipt quantity entered. Click Yes, I would like to receive my order to receive the partial order.

Tip: Do NOT reject vaccine you are still waiting to receive. Leave both the Receipt Quantity and Rejected Quantity fields BLANK. If you reject a vaccine it will drop the vaccine doses from your inbound orders and you will not be able to receive them through the order screen. You would then need to add them to your inventory manually.

f. If not all doses are received in an order, the Partially Received order will still be in the Inbound Order section on the Create/View Order screen. Follow the same process described above to receive the remainder of the order into the IIS when the rest of the shipment arrives.

For questions, contact the IIS Help Desk at 1-800-325-5599 or WAIISHelpDesk@doh.wa.gov.
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